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I. Background: 
Lymphoid tumours are the most common primary orbital malignancy in adults constituting about 10% 

of all orbital tumors
1 

and about 2% of all lymphomas.
2
 Lymphoma represents about 13% of primary malignant 

eyelid tumors.
3
 Orbital lymphoma may present  as in localized form (orbit, lacrimal gland, lids, and conjunctiva) 

of systemic lymphoma .  

Majority of orbital lymphomas are non Hodgkin’s type and are seen primarily in adults in the 50 to 70 

year age group. 

Orbital lymphoma can affect the conjunctiva, eyelid, and orbit/lacrimal gland as well as the 

nasolacrimal drainage system. The reported frequencies of involvement in these sites are the conjunctiva 20–

33%, orbit/lacrimal gland 46–74%, and eyelid 5–20%.
4,5 

Orbital lymphomas are usually unilateral but may involve both orbits and demonstrate a predilection 

for the lacrimal gland. Bilaterality is reported in 10–20% of cases. Recent studies have shown a higher incidence 

, presumably due to the ability of new methods and classifications to distinguish previously ambiguous cases. 

Patient with orbital lymphoma usually present with a painless proptosis of insidious onset, downward 

displacement of globe, eyelid edema, palpable non-tender orbital mass and ptosis.
6
  

 

II. Review Results 
Owing to Nonspecific clinical sign and symptoms diagnostic delay can occur, adequate imaging studies 

followed by early surgical biopsy will contribute to early diagnosis.
7
 Primary lymphomas isolated to the orbit, 

the only extranodal site of involvement. Secondary orbital lymphomas are those in which the orbit is a 

secondary extranodal site of involvement. 
6
 Clinical appearance does not allow a distinction between benign and 

malignant lymphoproliferative disease.  Exophthalmos and decreased retropulsion of the globe may be the only 

clinical signs. Secondary ptosis may also occur. Involvement of the nasolacrimal drainage system can occur . In 

rare cases, compression or invasion of the optic nerve can lead to vision loss. It includes benign 

lymphoproliferative lesions, epithelial tumors, melanocytic tumors, inflammatory lesions, infectious lesions, and 

lacrimal gland lesions of the conjunctiva. In the orbit and lid any mass, including metastases, dacryoadenitis, 

inflammations, and other benign and malignant tumors, must be considered as differential diagnosis. 

 During orbital biopsy appears as a white to pink mass, reflecting its leukocytic and vascular 

characteristics. 

No exact cause is still identified but lymphomas arise from germinal center cells (follicular lymphoma), 

mantle cells (mantle cell lymphoma), or memory B cells (extranodal marginal zone lymphoma), all of which 

have undergone antigen exposure. These antigens may be infection, inflammation or mutation in the gene. With 

the recent understanding that most orbital lymphoma are also extranodal marginal zone lymphoma/MALT 

lymphomas, studies have appeared that show evidence of DNA from infectious agents, including Clostridium 

psittaci and H. pylori in orbital lymphoma.
8,9
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Orbital lymphomas are hyperdense relative to fat on computerised tomography scan, hypodense on T1- 

weighted MRI, Isodense to extraocular muscle on T1 and T2 weighted MRI. It moulds surrounding structures 

but with no osseous destruction except rarely for some malignant tumours. Imaging cannot differentiate well 

between orbital lymphoma and inflammatory pseudotumor. 75% patients with lymphoma in the orbits will also 

have lymphoma at other sites so these must be imaged following presentation (e.g., the neck, chest and 

abdomen). Paranasal sinus involvement is not uncommon. 

Spiral computed tomography (CT) using a dualphasecontrastenhancement protocol report that 

lymphomas have a decrease in density on delayed images,  as opposed to orbital pseudotumours,  whose density 

increases on delayed images 
10

.  Moreover,  low values in the apparent diffusion coefficient on 

diffusionweighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been found helpful to discriminate lymphoma from 

other expansive orbital lesions.
11 

The typical location consists of the involvement of superior quadrants; specifically,  the superiorlateral 

one.  The most commonly infiltrated structures are found within the superiorlateral quadrant,  such as the 

superior rectus muscle,  lateral rectus muscle,  lacrimal gland and eyelid.  Involvement of intraconal space is 

usually associated with the extraconal one,  and is related with large size of the tumour.
12

 Orbital lymphomas 

are Gallium and FDG avid.
13  

 

Histo-pathological evaluation of the orbital mass obtained after incisional biopsy or fine needle 

aspiration cytology is the most critical step in diagnosis and management of orbital lymphoma. Tissue should 

arrive fresh without preservative to the pathology department and care should be taken to avoid excessive 

crushing.
14,15

 

The Revised European-American Classification of Lymphoid Neoplasms (REAL) is the most recently 

and widely used pathology classification system based on morphology, immune-phenotype, genotype, and 

clinical features of lymphoma.
16

 Orbital lymphoma is termed solitary if it is the only site involved, secondary 

when contiguous sites are involved, and systemic if remote sites are involved. According to REAL classification 

lymphoma divided into 3 main subgroups: 

 
Indolent lymphoma 

Follicular lymphoma 
B-chronic lymphocytic leukemia/ small lymphocytic lymphoma 

Lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma 

Marginal zone lymphoma (nodal, extranodal, splenic) 
T-cell/ natural killer large cell granular lymphocyte leukemia 

T-chronic lymphocytic leukemia/ prolymphocytic leukemia 

 

Aggressive lymphomas 
Mantle cell lymphoma 

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
Peripheral T-cell lymphoma (unspecified) 

Peripheral T-cell lymphoma (angioimmunoblastic, angiocentric) 

T-cell/ natural killer cell , hepatosplenic, intestinal T-cell lymphoma 
Anaplatic large cell lymphoma 

Highly aggressive lymphomas 
Precursor T or B lymphoblastic leukemia/ lymphoma 

Burkitt’s and Burkitt’s like lymphoma 

Adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 

 

World Health Organization Classification of hematopoietic and lymphoid tissue tumours.
17

Histological 

subtypes: 
Follicular lymphoma, grade 1 of 3  

Follicular lymphoma grade 2 of 3 

Diffuse follicle center lymphoma  

Marginal zone B cell lymphoma, MALT type 

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 

Low grade lymphoma , not subclassified 

Diffuse large B cell lymphoma 

Mantle cell lymphoma  

Burkitt’s lymphoma  

Other 

 
Primary Vs Secondary Orbital lymphomas 

 Primary lymphomas Secondary lymphomas 

Characteristics Isolated, extranodal, orbit is often the first 
site of lymphoma involvement 

Disseminated, systemic involvement, may 
appear late as part of generalized relapse 

Location Usually unilateral Usually unilateral 

Age  Most common in 50 to 70 year old age 

group 

Most common in 50- 70 years age group but 

younger patients more likely to have high 
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grade lymphomas 

Sex  M=F M=F 

Histology  Low grade, indolent, small lymphocytic, 

follicular or MALT 

More often intermediate or high grade 

(diffuse, mixed or large cell type) but low 

grade secondary orbital lymphoma also 
common 

 

Recommended staging Workup for Orbital Lymphoma: 
Thorough history and physical examination 

Dilated eye examination 

Complete blood count and biochemistry profile 

Liver function tests 

Chest radiography 

Computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging of orbit 

Computed tomography of abdomen, thorax and pelvis 

Bone marrow aspiration 

Open or fine needle biopsy of orbital mass 

Upper endoscopy and barium studies 

Whole body positron emission tomography  

 

Staging is important for planning treatment and follow up the patient. 

Ann Arbor Staging System for Lymphoma:
18

  
Stage  Description   

I Involvement of single lymph node region or lymphoid structure (e.g. spleen or Waldeyer ring 

II Involvement of two or more lymph node regions on same side of the diaphragm or localized involvement of an 

extranodal lymphoid structure and of one or more lymph node region on same side of diaphragm 

III Involvement of lymph nodes on both sides of the diaphragm +- extranodal sites 

IV Involvement of two or more extranodal sites or liver or bone marrow 

 

Management: External beam radiotherapy may be successful in controlling local orbital disease in the majority 

of patients with low grade indolent orbital lymphoma, the risk of distant relapse is not significant with 

radiotherapy alone. For more aggressive histological subtypes of orbital lymphoma in which widespread 

systemic involvement is likely, systemic chemotherapy or systemic immunotherapy may be more appropriate. 

Therapeutic approach chosen for each patient varies according to the stage and histological classification of 

lymphoma.
19 

Radiotherapy: 

Lymphomas are markedly radiosensitive. Primary radiotherapy for stage I indolent orbital lymphoma can 

achieve local control in more than 90% of patients, but the rate of distant relapse may be as high as 40% with 

external beam radiotherapy alone.
19,20

 Low grade lesions usually treated with a 30 Gray dose, intermediate grade 

lymphomas treated with higher doses but less than 40 gray. Distant relapse rates have been observed in 20 to 

25% of patients with low  grade lymphoma and 40-60 % in higher grade lymphomas.
19,21

 Minimal ocular 

toxicity occurs as short term side effect and dry eye syndrome, ocular  surface irritation, cataract occur as long 

term side effects. Adequate shielding can prevent cataract formation but not ocular surface problems, so newer 

approaches like intensity modulated conformal therapy which provides isodose delivery to tumours while 

sparing the uninvolved neighbouring structures , may minimize the ocular toxicity due to radiotherapy.
22

 

Systemic chemotherapy or combined modality therapy: 

Chemotherapy is usually indicated for the more aggressive histologic subtypes of orbital lymphoma with 

potential for future systemic involvement or with existing disseminated disease. Indolent lymphomas are very 

sensitive to single agent and combination chemotherapy. 

Single agent chemotherapy is carried out with alkylating agents such as cyclophosphamide. For intermediate to 

high grade lymphomas, initial combination chemotherapy is usually with a doxorubicin containing regimen such 

as cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisolone (CHOP) or cyclophosphamide, vincristine, 

doxorubicin and dexamethasone (CVAD).
23 

Combined  chemotherapy and radiation therapy may be an appropriate option for intermediate to high grade 

lymphomas. Rationale for combined modality therapy originates from observations that systemic extranodal 

sites of relapse are common following radiation therapy alone. Single institution and cooperative group series, 

reported 5 year rates of relapse free survival of 94-100% for stage I lymphomas and 72-78% for stage II 

lymphomas.
23,24,25

 

 

Immunotherapy and Radioimmunotherapy : 

Monoclonal antibody therapy (immunotherapy) may be effective in treatment of low grade NHL’s as 

suggested in recent reports.
26,27,28 

 CD20 is a surface antigen, which is a hydrophobic phosphoprotein that is 

expressed on mature B cells and most B cell malignancies but not on stem cells, pre-B cells or plasma cells. 
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Rituximab is a genetically engineered chimeric mouse/ human antibody discovered in 1990 by IDEC 

Pharmaceuticals; it binds with high affinity to cells expressing the CD20 antigen and causes tumour lysis via 

both complement dependent and antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity.
29

 It is the first monoclonal antibody 

approved for treatment of cancer and first single agent approved specifically for therapy of lymphoma. 

Radioimmunotherapy refers to administration of a monoclonal antibody in combination with a 

radioactive ligand. Beta particles emitted by commonly used radioisotopes are tumoricidal over a distance of 

many cell diameters, allowing eradication of antigen negative tumor cells by radioactive cross fire from 

neighboring antigen positive antibody coated cells. This additional mechanism for tumor lysis leads to a more 

dramatic treatment effect than the nonradioactive antibody.
30

 

IDEC-Y2B8 (Zevalin) is a murine IgG1 k monoclonal antibody directed against the CD20 antigen that 

is conjugated to MX-DTPA and bound to the beta emitting radioisotope yttrium-90. Zevalin is usually given as 

a single dose following an infusion of rituximab. Radioimmunotherapy with Zevalin in combination with 

rituximab has shown greater efficacy for treatment of low grade lymphomas than rituximab alone.
31  

 

Prognosis 

The International Prognostic Index (IPI) was developed by 16 institutions and cooperative groups in 

the United States, Europe and Canada as a prognostic factor model for aggressive NHL. This includes the age 

(<60 or >60), performance status by (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (0 to 1 vs. 2 to 4), Ann -Arbor stage 

(I-II vs. II-IV), extra-nodal sites (<1 vs. >1), and LDH level (normal or above normal).
32 

 

III. Discussion 

The site of presentation of orbital lymphoma has been associated with prognosis with 20% of 

conjunctival, 35% of orbital, and 67% of eyelid orbital lymphoma developing systemic lymphoma after 4 years. 

Among the common orbital lymphoma tumor types, Extramarginal zone lymphomas, Follicular lymphoma, and 

lymphoplastic lymphoma are considered low grade or indolent, whereas diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and 

mantle cell lymphoma are considered high grade. Mortality for Extramarginal zone lymphomas ranges from 0-

20%, Follicular lymphoma  20-37%, mantle cell lymphoma 38-100% and lymphoplastic lymphoma 14-100%. 

The mean time to relapse was over 5 years, suggesting that longer follow-up than typically recommended is 

needed. 

IV. Conclusion 
Every case of orbital lymphoma presents as different entity and each case requires meticulous examination and 

management.  

 

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Orbital lymphoma has better prognosis compared to other lymphomas. They respond better to 

radiotherapy.  
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